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ABSTRACT
Introduction Efforts to enact nurse staffing legislation often lack timely, local evidence about how specific policies could directly impact the public’s health. Despite numerous studies indicating better staffing is associated with more favourable patient outcomes, only one US state (California) sets patient-to-nurse staffing standards. To inform staffing legislation actively under consideration in other US states (New York, Illinois), we sought to determine whether staffing varies across hospitals and the consequences for patient outcomes. Coincidentally, data collection occurred just prior to the COVID-19 outbreak; thus, these data also provide a real-time example of the public health implications of chronic hospital nurse understaffing.


Results Mean staffing in medical-surgical units varied from 3.3 to 9.7 patients per nurse, with the worst mean staffing in New York City. Over half the nurses in both states experienced high burnout. Half gave their hospitals unfavourable safety grades and two-thirds would not definitely recommend their hospitals. One-third of patients rated their hospitals less than excellent and would not definitely recommend it to others. After adjusting for confounding factors, each additional patient per nurse increased odds of nurses and per cent of patients giving unfavourable reports; ORs ranged from 1.15 to 1.52 for nurses on medical-surgical units and from 1.32 to 3.63 for nurses on intensive care units.

Conclusions Hospital nurses were burned out and working in understaffed conditions in the weeks prior to the first wave of COVID-19 cases, posing risks to the public’s health. Such risks could be addressed by safe nurse staffing policies currently under consideration.

INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies and systematic reviews have described wide variation across hospitals in registered nurse (RN) staffing and have concluded that better hospital nurse staffing is associated with more favourable patient outcomes, including lower mortality, fewer complications, higher patient satisfaction, shorter stays and fewer readmissions, as well as better nurse outcomes such as less burnout. However, policy and administrative responses to this evidence have been uneven as is shown by persistent differences in nurse staffing across hospitals within the same jurisdictions and within the same countries. Policy efforts to enact safe hospital nurse staffing legislation often fail to pass because of a lack of timely, local evidence to inform how policy choices could directly impact the public’s health. The main purpose of this study is to provide relevant evidence to inform hospital nurse staffing legislation under consideration in two states (New York (NY) and Illinois (IL)) by determining the variation across hospitals in patient-to-nurse staffing and its association with quality of care including nurse job outcomes (eg, burnout), nurse-reported measures of care quality and patient reports of satisfaction with their care.

The secondary purpose of this study is to discuss the policy relevance and implications of our findings in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic—a real-time example of the public health implications of chronic hospital nurse understaffing. Indeed, the pandemic has highlighted some of the pre-existing realities and inequities within the US healthcare system—among them: understaffed hospitals, a burned-out clinician workforce and poorer health outcomes among racial minorities. In the International Year of the Nurse, the COVID-19 pandemic brings daily images of nurses saving lives, comforting the sick, providing essential screening, all at significant personal risk. News stories abound with front-line nurses who are under-resourced to care
for the surge of critically ill patients. Nurses in hospitals have long struggled with high patient workloads and burnout.\textsuperscript{7,21,22} In this study, we present evidence as of late February 2020 in NY and IL, international gateways into the USA, of widespread hospital nurse understaffing and burnout immediately prior to the surge of critically ill patients with COVID-19.

**Policy efforts to address hospital nurse understaffing**

In 1999, California (CA) passed, and in 2004, implemented, the first and still only comprehensive US state legislation to limit the number of patients that hospital nurses are permitted to care for at one time. In the USA, it has been 20 years since any other state than CA has passed comprehensive legislation setting hospital nurse staffing requirements, although multiple states have or are considering such legislation. In 2018, a public ballot issue to improve nurse staffing in Massachusetts hospitals failed largely because of absence of credible local evidence that legislation was in the public’s interest and would not create unintended adverse consequences disrupting access to care.\textsuperscript{23–26} Currently under consideration in both NY and IL are hospital nurse staffing bills generally patterned after the CA policy and similar to what was proposed in Massachusetts. However, as in Massachusetts, there is no local evidence to date of whether such legislation is needed. This study provides that evidence while also serving as a baseline to evaluate the impact of these policies if enacted.

**Public health impacts of chronic hospital nurse understaffing: the COVID-19 context**

The COVID-19 pandemic provided a highly visible public health example of the importance of having adequately resourced health systems to deliver high-quality patient care, as well as the toll under-resourced care settings take on clinician well-being.\textsuperscript{27–29} In this study, we present evidence of hospital nurse staffing, nurse burnout and quality of care in NY and IL hospitals in the weeks preceding the pandemic. This information is useful for providing context for how today’s hospital nurse staffing policy choices impact hospital outcomes now and in the future. The only study to date which has examined the public health implications of nurse understaffing for patients with COVID-19 found that countries with higher workforce concentrations of RNs had lower COVID mortality rates, which suggests that a robust nursing workforce is essential for addressing the current and future outbreaks.\textsuperscript{10}

New York City (NYC) and Chicago are major gateway cities with large international airports that contribute to social diversity and economic growth but may pose public health vulnerability to pandemics. One study documenting the toll of COVID-19 on the mental health of NYC healthcare workers found that 57% of workers screened positive for acute stress and 48% for depressive symptoms, with the worst psychological symptoms observed among nurses.\textsuperscript{27} There has been renewed appreciation of the risks posed to clinician well-being and retention in clinical care as well as to patient safety due to overwork, physical and emotional exhaustion and lack of supportive work environments as detailed by a major initiative of the National Academy of Medicine.\textsuperscript{7,14,31,32} In this study, we examine the link between hospital nurse staffing and adverse nurse and quality outcomes to inform decisions about the need for hospital nurse staffing regulation in NY and IL; and discuss the implications of chronic understaffing of hospital nurses in consideration of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

**METHODS**

**Study design and setting**

Survey data were collected between 16 December 2019 and 24 February 2020 from direct-care RNs in NY and IL hospitals to estimate nurse staffing and its associations with nurse-reported outcomes. Staffing data were linked to patient data from the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) and American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey. HCAHPS data provided information on patient satisfaction, an outcome evaluated in this study. AHA provided data on hospital characteristics which were used for risk adjustment.

Emailed surveys were sent by the National Council of State Boards of Nursing to all actively licensed RNs in NY and IL. Non-respondents received follow-up reminders at regular intervals. Responses were anonymised. The survey took 10–15 min to complete.

Nurses working in hospitals provided their hospital’s name, which enabled the aggregation of individual nurse responses to create hospital-level measures of staffing and quality measures. Using front-line RNs as informants of hospital staffing has been previously validated and produces unbiased and representative estimates.\textsuperscript{30} Nurses were also queried about their personal characteristics and job outcomes (ie, burnout, job dissatisfaction and intent to leave their current job), and the quality of care and patient safety in their institution (ie, infection prevention, missed nursing care, operational failures).

**Sample**

All non-federal acute care general hospitals were included in our sample, so long as they provided enough nurse responses to reliably estimate medica-
surgical and/or intensive care unit (ICU) staffing. This resulted in two samples of hospitals and nurses. The first sample included 4298 RNs working on medical-surgical units in 254 hospitals; the second sample included 2182 RNs working on ICUs in 179 hospitals.

Nurses were included in the sample if they were direct-care staff RNs on either a medical-surgical unit or an adult ICU in an acute care non-federal hospital.
Nurses who were not employed in direct inpatient care of adults or who worked on other units were excluded.

Variables
Patient-to-nurse staffing
Direct-care RNs reported the number of patients and RNs on their unit during their last shift. The number of patients was divided by the number of RNs to create a ratio of patients per nurse. Nurse responses were aggregated to the hospital level by taking the mean number of patients per nurse among RNs working in the same unit types in the same hospitals. Only staffing reports from nurses working medical-surgical and ICUs were used to create measures of staffing, since nurses working in specialty units like labour-delivery, the emergency room and operating room can have highly variable staffing due to the nature of the unit.

Nurse outcomes
Burnout, job dissatisfaction and intent to leave were derived from the nurse survey. Burnout was measured using the Maslach Burnout Inventory 9-item emotional exhaustion subscale. Nurses who scored greater than 27—the average among healthcare workers—were classified as having high burnout. Job dissatisfaction was measured by dichotomising responses to the survey question ‘Overall, how satisfied are you with your job?’ to contrast nurses who were ‘very/moderately dissatisfied’ and ‘very/moderately satisfied’. Intent to leave was measured by responses to the question ‘Do you plan to be with your current employer one year from now?’.

Quality of care and safety
Nurses rated quality of nursing care in their unit on a 4-point scale from ‘excellent’ to ‘poor’ (ie, In general, how would you describe the quality of nursing care delivered to patients in your practice setting?). Responses of ‘fair’ or ‘poor’ were considered poor quality. Nurses were also asked to give their practice setting an overall grade on patient safety and prevention of infections, ranging from A to F. Grades of C, D or F were considered unfavourable. Nurses reported whether they would recommend their hospital to family or friends; we compared nurses reporting ‘definitely yes’ with other nurses. Nurses were asked to report which care tasks, including adequate patient surveillance, administering medications on time and administering treatments and procedures on time, were important but left undone due to a lack of time on their last shift, and whether important patient care information was lost during handoffs. These too were dichotomised. Nurses reported on operational failures in their practice setting including: how frequently their work is interrupted or delayed by insufficient staff, non-nursing tasks, missing supplies/broken equipment, missing medications, missing/late/wrong diet and electronic documentation problems. For these items, nurses who reported ‘frequently’ were contrasted with all other nurses.

Patient satisfaction
Measures of patient satisfaction were obtained from publicly available HCAHPS data. Risk-adjusted measures are reported at the hospital level as the percentage of patients who gave their hospital a favourable rating. Two global HCAHPS items are used to contrast patients who rated their hospital 8 or less on a 10-point scale and would not definitely recommend their hospital to family or friends.

Risk-adjustment variables
From AHA Annual Survey data hospitals were categorised as small (≤100 beds), medium (101–250 beds) or large (>250 beds). Teaching status was categorised based on the ratio of medical residents/fellows per bed. Non-teaching hospitals had no residents/fellows, minor had <1:4, major teaching hospitals had ≥1:4. High-technology hospitals had the capacity to perform open-heart surgery or major organ transplantation. Controls for state (IL vs NY), location (NYC vs elsewhere) and public versus private hospitals were included, as were individual nurse characteristics from the nurse survey. NYC hospitals included hospitals in the five boroughs (ie, Brooklyn, Bronx, Manhattan, Queens, Staten Island) as well as Westchester and Nassau counties.

Analysis
We report the number of hospitals and medical-surgical and ICU nurses in our samples of hospitals, overall and by state and location, and selected characteristics including staffing ratios and hospital characteristics. We show the percentages of nurses reporting unfavourable outcomes, overall and by location. χ² statistics, t-tests and F-tests are used, as appropriate, to test the significance of the differences found across states and locations. Data are reported by state because policies related to the nurse workforce are largely the domain of state government. NYC hospitals are compared with hospitals elsewhere since NYC experienced the initial brunt of the COVID-19 epidemic. Mixed-level logistic regression models, adjusting for hospital and nurse characteristics, are used to test associations between nurse staffing and outcomes, and to assess for differences across hospitals in NYC and elsewhere. Finally, we analyse HCAHPS patient data using ordinary least squares models to determine whether nurse reports of quality, at least generally, are corroborated by patient reports.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the numbers of nurses and hospitals from which staffing could be estimated. These estimates were provided by an average of 16.9 medical-surgical nurses and 12.2 ICU nurses per hospital. The
average patient-to-nurse ratio was significantly higher (worse) for medical-surgical nurses in NY than in IL (5.9 vs 5.2), especially for hospitals in NYC (6.5 vs 5.4); the average patient-to-nurse ratio for ICU nurses was also significantly higher for hospitals in NYC (2.4 vs 2.2). Medical-surgical patient-to-nurse staffing ranged considerably across hospitals (3.3 to 9.7) and across NYC hospitals (4.0 to 8.8); variation was also observed for ICUs (1.5 to 4.0 overall; 1.6 to 4.0 in NYC).

Figure 1 shows the variation in staffing among medical-surgical units across the 234 study hospitals. Each bar represents a hospital, with NYC hospitals denoted in blue. There is substantial variation in nurse staffing across all hospitals and NYC hospitals. While the average number of patients per nurse in some NYC hospitals was below the mean (5.6 patients per nurse), nurses in most NYC hospitals carried patient loads well above the mean.

Table 2 shows the percentages of unfavourable ratings by nurses on both medical-surgical units and ICUs. Close to half of nurses exhibit high burnout. Nearly half give their hospitals unfavourable grades on patient safety, a third give unfavourable grades on infection prevention and almost 70% would not definitely recommend their hospitals. The majority of nurses report their work was frequently interrupted or delayed by insufficient staff and a third of nurses report interruptions or delays from missing supplies including medications and missing/broken equipment.

For nurse reports, the first column of the left and right panels of table 3 shows the unadjusted associations of medical-surgical and ICU staffing with the nurse and patient outcomes. The second column in
each panel shows the associations between staffing and outcomes after adjusting for location and other characteristics, while the third column shows the association between location (NYC vs elsewhere) and outcomes after adjusting for staffing and other characteristics. The effect of medical-surgical and ICU staffing is sizeable (ORs range from 1.12 to 1.60 and 1.10 to 3.63, respectively) and significant on every outcome, before and after adjustment, except the adjusted effect of ICU staffing on missed treatments and procedures. There are virtually no significant differences by location after adjusting for staffing, despite the unadjusted differences shown in table 2. We tested for interactions, or differences in the effect of staffing by state and location but found none. Thus, the effect of staffing is of similar importance to outcomes in all hospitals, and partly accounts for differences we find in NYC hospitals. The bottom panel shows that after adjustments for nurse staffing and other hospital characteristics the differences in patient reports across locations are virtually nil. Here too, as with nurses, the medical-surgical staffing effect was similar across all hospitals (i.e., no interactions were found), and workloads that were greater by a single patient per nurse had roughly 3% more patients rating their hospitals 8 or lower and who were unwilling to definitely recommend it.

**DISCUSSION**

In the weeks before the surge of patients with COVID-19, hospital nurses in NY and IL were already struggling with high patient workloads and frequent operational failures including missing supplies and missing or broken equipment. Patient-to-nurse ratios ranged considerably across hospitals in both states from means of 3.3 to 9.7 on adult medical-surgical units. Half of nurses were experiencing high burnout, and one in four planned to leave their job within a year. Over two-thirds of nurses would not recommend their hospitals to family and friends needing care, and almost half reported unfavourable patient safety ratings. Patients corroborated nurses’ assessments with over a third of patients rating their hospitals less than excellent and reporting they would not definitely recommend it. Unfavourable patient and nurse outcomes are strongly associated with poorer nurse staffing.

Pending nurse staffing legislation in both NY and IL, which continue to be actively considered despite societal and economic disruptions caused by...
COVID-19, stipulates that nurses take care of not more than four adult medical or surgical patients at a time outside of intensive care. The data presented in figure demonstrate that the vast majority of NY and IL hospitals currently staff worse than the level proposed in pending legislation. In CA, the only state with implemented staffing legislation, nurses are not allowed to care for more than five adult medical or surgical patients at a time. The majority of NY and IL hospitals are currently understaffed relative to the benchmarks in pending legislation in their own states and the benchmark passed 20 years ago in CA. Similar variation in staffing and widespread understaffing were observed in ICU units across hospitals in NY and IL. Although CA had somewhat better staffing before implementing its nurse staffing policy, nurse staffing levels have experienced greater sustained improvement in CA compared with both NY and IL, as well as other states. Our findings demonstrate wide variation in staffing within NY and IL, as well as
significant understaffing relative to currently proposed legislation.\textsuperscript{18,19} AHA Annual Survey data derived from reports by hospital administrators confirms worse staffing in these two states relative to many other states, including CA where minimum nurse staffing has been legislated.\textsuperscript{17}

There are several reasons why hospital nurse staffing legislation efforts often fail to garner widespread support among key stakeholders. The first barrier, which our paper directly addresses, is the lack of local and timely evidence to demonstrate a need for such legislation. Using recent data in two states currently considering staffing legislation we describe the variation in terms of nurse burnout and the associated consequences in terms of nurse burnout and patient care quality and safety.

The second major barrier is the common misconception about a US shortage of nurses, which would make the proposed legislation difficult to implement. However, the USA has more than doubled graduations of RNs over the past 15 years and the number of new RNs entering the workforce is at an all-time high of over 150,000 a year, more than enough to replace annual retirements.\textsuperscript{18,19} Moreover, CA, which successfully implemented minimum safe nurse staffing requirements, has fewer RNs (11.3 per 1000 population) than most other states and far fewer than NY (18.7 per 1000 population) or IL (16.7 per 1000 population).\textsuperscript{40} Differences in hospital nurse staffing by state have little to do with the supply of nurses. During the COVID-19 emergency, some states approved temporary provisions to permit nurses licensed in one state to practice in another.\textsuperscript{41} This enabled greater mobility of nurses to work across state lines and in regions with high care needs. There is already an existing policy solution to local and short-term nurse shortages that might arise from implementing new nurse staffing legislation and during epidemics or other mass casualty situations—the Nurse Licensure Compact. Passed in 34 states but not in NY or IL or Massachusetts,\textsuperscript{42} the Compact enables nurses licensed in any Compact state to practice in any other via multistate nurse licensure. Adoption of the Nurse Licensure Compact by the remaining states could alleviate local or short-term nursing shortages.

The third major barrier to enacting nurse staffing legislation is the potential additional costs hospitals would undertake in order to comply with regulations. While an evaluation of the costs associated with implementing the proposed policies was outside the scope of this analysis, previous research demonstrates a favourable business case for hospital investments in nurse staffing, including cost savings through shorter lengths of stay and avoided readmissions.\textsuperscript{13,43–46} After implementing their nurse staffing policy, CA hospitals saw sustained improvement in staffing including in safety-net hospitals which often operate on razor-thin financial margins.\textsuperscript{47,48} Moreover, there has been no evidence of hospital closures in CA as a result of the staffing legislation.

Limitations

We lack objective clinical data on patient outcomes in 2020 due to reporting lags but other studies we cite here have demonstrated relationships with nurse reports of quality and objective outcomes such as mortality.\textsuperscript{49} We lack information on physician staffing and burnout. Given their shared work environments and patients, our findings are likely a good proxy for what doctors are also experiencing with their high rates of burnout reported by the National Academy of Medicine.\textsuperscript{20} Though the findings do not establish causal links between nurse staffing and outcomes, other studies have found similar relationships using longitudinal and cross-sectional analyses.\textsuperscript{15,16,51,52} While data in this analysis are from two states, other recent studies using 2016 data in four states (ie, CA, Florida, New Jersey, Pennsylvania) and a similar study in Queensland, Australia\textsuperscript{13} show similar findings of widespread hospital nurse understaffing associated with adverse consequences for patients and nurses.\textsuperscript{21,54}

CONCLUSION

We do not yet know how variation in hospital nurse staffing has impacted patient deaths during this unprecedented crisis. We do know from our data that the needed nursing care surge required to treat patients with COVID-19 is being created from a deficit status quo in which the nurse workforce was already emotionally depleted prior to the surge in patients with COVID-19. While differences in state-wide average hospital nurse staffing levels between NY and IL exist, our findings are consistent with what much of past research has shown, namely that chronic nurse understaffing has persisted in a significant share of US hospitals for decades, and poses significant risk to patients even without the presence of a pandemic.\textsuperscript{17,18,15,16}

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted shortcomings in US healthcare. Our findings point specifically to the risks posed to the public’s health of wide variation in hospital nurse staffing if allowed to persist. Pending legislation in NY, IL and other states and international jurisdictions can be better informed by the availability of current local empirical data on existing variation in hospital staffing and its consequences for the public.
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